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	Road
			Road bikes are fast-moving, nimble machines that can take you to see the world. These bikes are lighter weight than most other bicycles and have higher gearing to allow you to ride with much more speed to really put in the miles on your daily ride. KHS makes many levels of road bikes, from full-blown race bikes to fun sport ride bikes to off-road gravel bikes that take you to see the beauty of the earth.



		
	
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate racers in a paceline
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team racers speed through a curve
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team rider leads the breakaway
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team racer on a mountain Time Trial
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team racer leads the peloton
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team racer going fast uphill
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Elevate Team racer going fast on the gravel
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	Mountain
			Mountain bikes are just that, a bike to take to off road into the mountains. These bikes typically have suspension forks and/or rear suspension. KHS makes Mountain bikes that give you a comfortable fit to help you be able to get and ride all day long.



		
	
			
				
			

				
				KHS MTB Team racer carving a berm at the US Open
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS MTB Team racing at the US Open
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Team Racer carving a berm
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Team Racer jumping in the woods
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Racer catching some air
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	Fat Bikes
			Fat bikes feature ultra-wide tires that allow riders to take on snow, sand, rocks, trails, and just about any other obstacle. There is no season they can’t ride in. They are easy to pedal, lighter than you’d expect, and just plain fun to take out and ride.



		
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Fat Tire bikes in the woods
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Fat Tire loaded for bear
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Fat Tire bikes in the woods
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Fat Tire bikes enjoying the snow
				
			
				
			

				
				KHS Fat Tire bikes at the summit
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	e-Bike
			Electric Bikes or e-Bikes allow you to do more on your bike. You can see more, ride more miles, go more places and just have more fun. KHS has a full line of e-Bikes that will fit anyones needs. From a great commuter to a killer mountain trail bike to a e-Bikes to run your errands around town, we have a e-Bike model for you.
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	Comfort
			Shouldn’t all bikes be comfortable? You would think so, but many types of bicycle are designed for speciﬁc types of riding Comfort bikes are designed speciﬁcally to be very easy and comfortable to ride. The riding position is more upright, putting less stress on the back, hips, shoulders and arms. These bikes also have cushy saddles and grips, easy shifting gears, and often suspension forks as well.

     












   A couple enjoying riding along the boardwalk 
    
   A couple taking a short break on their KHS comfort bikes 
       

   A couple taking their KHS comfort bikes on a fun ride 
          


   A rider taking a KHS comfort bike along the boardwalk 
       

   A rider taking a KHS comfort bike along the canal 
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	Commuter
			More and more people are riding bicycles to get where they need to go. Commuter bikes are designed to ride comfortably, efficiently, and reliably. Save gas, get in shape, and save the environment. KHS has created three distinct lines bikes to cater to every commuter’s needs.

     








   A commuter taking a break 
       

   A KHS Urban Soul leaning against a bike rack 
    
   An urban commuter riding to work 
          


   A commuter riding to school 
       

   An urban commuter prepares to ride 
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	Fitness
			Fitness bikes are like the yoga pants of bikes. They fit great, look great, and can be used whether you are hammering the miles or cruising the bike path. These bikes are designed with style, performance, and are particularly suited to riding for aerobic conditioning.


			
				
			

				
				A man and a women take a break while on their KHS Fitness bicycles
				
			
				
			

				
				A rider checking her heart rate after riding her KHS Vitamin bicycle
				
			
				
			

				
				A rider stretching after riding a KHS Vitamin bicycle
				
			
				
			

				
				A women takes a break after riding a KHS Vitamin bicycle
				
			
				
			

				
				A rider relaxing after riding her KHS Vitamin bicycle
				
			
				
			

				
				A rider at full speed on his KHS UltraSport bicycle
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	Youth
			When we think back to when we were kids, our first taste of freedom and independence is often associated with a bicycle. That’s why KHS puts so much care, quality, and style into our youth bicycles. We offer quality youth bikes that are built to last, far above the level of bicycle you find in a department or big box store. Whether your kid wants a road bike, mountain bike, or just a fun bike, KHS has a quality bike for every youth!

     








   A young rider out on his KHS Flite 24 road bike 
       

   A young rider out on his KHS Flite 24 road bike 
    
   Two boys hanging out with their KHS mountain bikes 
          


   A group of friend hanging out with their KHS mountain bikes 
       

   A group of friend hanging out with their KHS mountain bikes 
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	Specialty
			KHS has proudly built bicycles for nearly half a century. It’s no wonder KHS makes just about every kind of bicycle for every style and type of riding. Our specialty bikes get the same care and attention as our mainstream bikes, delivering our signature quality, performance and value. Specialty bikes include tandem bicycles, folding bicycles, police bikes, and adult tricycles.


			
				
			

				
				A couple enjoy a break after riding their folding bicycles
				
			
				
			

				
				A couple riding a KHS Tandemania Milano in the country
				
			
				
			

				
				A couple riding a KHS Tandemania Cross in the hills
				
			
				
			

				
				A couple enjoy a break after riding their folding bicycles
				
			
				
			

				
				A couple riding a KHS Sport tandem taking a break
				
			
				
			

				
				A couple packing their KHS folding bicycles in a SUV
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